Colin Riley

colin-riley.com
colin.m.riley@gmail.com
425-283-3387

Senior UX Designer

PopCap
Senior UX Designer

Amazon Game Studios
UX Designer

Intentional Futures
Senior Designer

Amazon Game Studios
UX Designer

Microsoft
Design Development Lead
Technical Artist
UI Designer

Unannounced Game Projects 2016-2017
Small team (4-8) prototyping and concept development in Unity. Designed
and implemented interfaces for playtesting. Developed metagame
mechanics and developed a visual tool for communicating them.
The Unmaking 2014
Created UX flow and integrated UI interfaces. Led usability plan and refined
core controls based on user feedback.
Various Client Projects 2013
Collaborated to realize client concepts through interactive prototypes,
branding, infographics, and print materials.
Photo Agent 2012
Led UI/UX design and integrated all interfaces, transitions, and
gameplay feedback.
Xbox Dashboard & Apps 2010 - 2012
Led prototyping of new experience flows, user controls, and Kinect gesture
interactions. Partnered with platform engineers to integrate new interactions
into production code. Led design production team through release and
integrated core UI controls. Prototyped 3D UI based on initial vision for Xbox
One and collaborated on new Kinect gestures and interactions.

1 vs 100 on Xbox Live

2009
Collaborated to design a unique gaming experience from concept to
completion. Led UI design and helped to define the look and feel of the game.
Supported artists and game designers with custom tools, mentorship, and
critique. Architected system for in-game episodic theme support. Drove feature
updates for a second season based on user feedback and business goals.
University of Nebraska
B.S. Computer Engineering

Peer Feedback
“Colin has contributed to all areas and stages of product development as an
artist, interactive designer, organizer, and engineer. Always willing to take on new
challenges and learn, he is the most consistent, dependable developer I have
ever worked with.”
- Matt Van Gorder, Creative Lead

Skills
UI/UX Design
Prototyping
Scripting
Agile Development
Usability Testing

“Despite starting from scratch, with no game engine, tools, or content pipeline –
Colin consistently found ways to work with what he had, build what he did not,
and bring the vision for 1 vs 100 to life on Xbox 360.“
- Chuck Noble, Developer
“Colin is an amazing designer, an emphatic collaborator, and sets the gold
standard for his discipline.”
- Anonymous Peer

Tools
Unity
C#
HTML/CSS
Javascript/jQuery
Photoshop/Illustrator

